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Abstract. The 1+3 covariant equations, embedded in an extended tetrad formalism
and describing a spacetime with an arbitrary energy-momentum distribution, are
reconsidered. It is shown that, provided the 1+3 splitting is performed with respect
to a generic time-like congruence with tangent vector u, the Einstein field equations
can be regarded as the integrability conditions for the Jacobi and Bianchi equations
together with the Ricci equations for u. The same conclusion holds for a generic null
congruence in the Newman-Penrose framework.
PACS numbers: 04.20.Jb
1. Introduction
Although the Einstein field equations‡
Rij −
1
2
Rgij = Tij (1)
have a deceptively simple appearance, when written out in terms of coordinates and the
components of the metric, they form an unwieldy set of second order non-linear partial
differential equations. This is one of the reasons why, during the past half century
and in several areas of gravity research (explicit construction and classification of exact
solutions [18, 19], cosmological perturbations and gravitational waves [16, 4, 12, 31],
numerical relativity [17, 15, 36, 33, 30], fundamental aspects [5, 3, 29, 1, 2]), focus
has been shifting towards tetrad formulations of the theory. In this paper I consider
the so called covariant 1+3 formalism and the related orthonormal tetrad formalism,
which continue to play an important role in the context of cosmology, as well as the
Newman-Penrose formalism. The structure of the governing equations of relativistic
cosmology, including their consistency, in both formalisms has by now been discussed
in a large number of papers[9, 23, 20, 21, 34, 37, 32, 38] (for a recent review see the
book by Ellis, Maartens and MacCallum [13]), while integrability of the equations in
general tetrad formalisms has been discussed in detail by Edgar[7, 8] and MacCallum[24],
‡ As our discussion applies to a completely general energy-momentum tensor, a possibly non-zero
cosmological constant has been absorbed in the latter.
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following earlier work by Papapetrou[25, 26, 27]. There still remain some question marks
regarding the redundancies present in these formalisms: while it is obvious that there
are a number of algebraic interdependences, the issue of differential relations (more
particularly the possibility of obtaining certain equations as integrability conditions
of others) is less clear. This paper aims to have a closer look at these differential
interdependences among the sets of Jacobi, Ricci and Bianchi equations on the one
hand and the field equations on the other. As the commutator relations form a natural
ingredient of such an investigation, the Jacobi equations will play a prominent role: I
first repeat some basic facts about tetrad formalisms in section 2, closely following paper
[24] and pointing out some subtleties with regard to the Jacobi equations. In section 3
I show that the field equations turn out to be the integrability conditions of the Jacobi-
Ricci-Bianchi set, provided the time-like congruence, with respect to which the 1+3
splitting is carried out, has a non-vanishing acceleration which is not an eigenvector of
σab + ωab. In section 4 I show that the same conclusion holds for a null-congruence k,
provided that in a Newman-Penrose tetrad (m,m, ℓ,k) the null-congruence k satisfies
−κ ≡ ka;bk
bma 6= 0.
2. Tetrad formalisms
As usual spacetime is represented by a pseudo-Riemannian manifold and all calculations
apply to an open set of spacetime. Notations and conventions are as in [19]. A 1+3
splitting is accomplished locally by choosing a congruence of time-like worldlines with
unit tangent vector field u. This congruence may be interpreted as the 4-velocity field of
a family of observers, but no further restrictions apply: the congruence not necessarily
consists of trajectories orthogonal to some family of space-like hypersurfaces, neither
needs the unit tangent vector field to be parallelly transported or be invariantly defined
(although in most applications one of these situations might occur). A set of (smooth)
basis vector fields is then constructed by erecting at each point a spatial triad ∂α
orthogonal to ∂0 = u (note that ∂a are not partial derivatives, but frame derivatives§:
∂a = ea
i∂/∂xi). Denoting the dual basis of one-forms as ωa = ωaidx
i and the Levi-
Civita connection as ∇, the connection coefficients and connection one-forms are given
by ∇∂a∂b = Γ
c
ba∂c and Γ
a
b = Γ
a
bcω
c respectively. The Cartan structure equations read
then
dωa = −Γab ∧ ω
b (2)
and
dΓab + Γ
a
c ∧ Γ
c
b = R
a
b , (3)
Rab being the curvature 2-forms. The integrability conditions for (2,3) are given by the
first and second Bianchi identities, d2ωa = 0 and d2Γab = 0, or
Rac ∧ ω
c = 0 , (4)
§ Indices a,b,c, . . . and i,j,k, . . . are respectively frame indices and coordinate indices taking the values
0,1,2,3; greek indices α, β, γ, . . . are frame indices taking the values 1,2,3.
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dRab −R
a
c ∧ Γ
c
b + Γ
a
c ∧R
c
b = 0 . (5)
Henceforth it will be assumed, as is usually done in tetrad formulations of general
relativity, that the basis is rigid, in the sense that the metric components gab are
constants,
dgab = d(∂a.∂b) = 0 , (6)
with, for an orthonormal tetrad, gab = diag(−1, +1, +1, +1). Raising and lowering
tetrad indices with gab and its inverse and defining Γab = gacΓ
c
b (6) implies Γab = Γ[ab]
or
Γ(ab)c = 0 , (7)
such that (2) completely defines the connection.
The commutation coefficients γcab are defined by
[∂a, ∂b] = γ
c
ab∂c , (8)
or
γcab = 2ω
c
je[b
j
,a] , (9)
a comma denoting a partial derivative or a frame derivative, depending on the index
used. The first Cartan equations (2) express that the connection is torsion-free and
hence relate the connection and commutation coefficients by
γcab = 2Γ
c
[ba] , (10)
which, for a rigid basis, by (7) is equivalent with
Γcab =
1
2
(γbca + γacb − γcab) . (11)
Introducing the components Rabcd of the curvature two-forms by
Rab =
1
2
Rabcdω
c ∧ ωd , (12)
the second Cartan equation becomes
Rabcd = Γ
a
bd,c − Γ
a
bc,d + Γ
e
bdΓ
a
ec − Γ
e
bcΓ
a
ed − γ
e
cdΓ
a
be . (13)
The first Bianchi identity (4), which can also be written as
Ra[bcd] = 0 , (14)
is then seen to be equivalent with the Jacobi identity for a triple of basis vectors ∂a,[
∂[a,
[
∂b, ∂c]
]]
= 0 , (15)
or
∂[aγ
d
bc] − γ
d
e[aγ
e
bc] = 0 , (16)
while the second Bianchi identity (5) can be written as (a semi-colon denoting the
covariant derivative with respect to ∇)
Rab[cd;e] = 0 . (17)
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In a (pseudo-)Riemannian space the Riemann tensor also must satisfy
Rabcd = −Rbacd = −Rabdc = Rcdab . (18)
There is some confusion about whether or not these symmetry conditions have to be
imposed as extra conditions[24]: if the connection is defined in terms of the commutator
coefficients by (11) and if the Riemann tensor is defined by (13), then Rabcd = gaeR
e
bcd is
automatically anti-symmetric in the first and second pair of indices. Provided that the
Jacobi equations (16) hold, this implies also Rabcd = Rcdab. This is what happens in a
so-called minimal tetrad formulation[7, 13]‖, where one regards the tetrad components
ea
i, the γcab and the matter fields as functions to be solved for, with the governing
equations being the component forms (9) and (16) of respectively the first Cartan and
Jacobi equations and the field equations (1) together with the matter field equations.
Note the crucial role of the Jacobi equations, which, via the symmetry conditions (18),
also imply that the Ricci tensor, defined by contraction of (13),
Rbd = R
c
bcd = i∂bi∂mR
m
d , (19)
is symmetric. In addition the Einstein tensor is then divergence-free, such that the
matter field equations must be compatible with T ab;b = 0. In this approach the
remaining trace-free part of the curvature is given by the Weyl-tensor, which is defined
by
Cabcd = Rabcd − (ga[cRd]b + gb[dRc]a) +
1
3
Rga[cgd]b . (20)
As noticed in [7] one can remove the tetrad components ea
i from the system and view
the operators ∂a as the third set of variables alongside the γ
c
ab and the matter fields.
The governing equations are then the commutator relations (8), formally describing the
behaviour of the ∂a ‘variables’, the Jacobi equations (16) and the field equations (1)
together with the matter field equations.
Because of the special role played by the Weyl tensor in the construction of exact
solutions and in the classification of spacetime geometries, it has become customary to
include the components of the Weyl tensor as extra variables in the previous system.
In the case of an orthonormal tetrad formalism one decomposes then the Weyl tensor
with respect to a time-like congruence defined by u = ∂0 into its electric and magnetic
components,¶
Cab
cd = 4(u[au
[c + h
[c
[a )E
d]
b] + 2εabeu
[cHd]e + 2εcdeu[aHb]e , (21)
or
Eab = Cacbdu
cud , (22)
Hab =
1
2
ηac
efCefbdu
cud . (23)
‖ The versions in the cited works differ slightly.
¶ The Levi-Civita tensor η is normalized such that (tetrad indices!) η0123 = −1; we also define
εabc = ηabcdu
d, while hab is the projector in the instantaneous 3-spaces orthogonal to u, defined by
hab = gab + uaub.
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Provided the Jacobi equations hold and the Riemann tensor is defined by (13), both
Eab and Hab are then symmetric and trace-free.
Alternatively one can set up an extended tetrad formalism[13], in which the
fundamental variables are the ∂a operators, the γ
c
ab coefficients and the symmetric
tensors Eab, Hab, Tab (Eab and Hab being also trace-free) and the matter fields. It is
furthermore customary to split Tab as
Tab = ρuaub + phab + 2q(aub) + πab , (24)
where the energy current density vector qa and the anisotropic pressure tensor πab = π(ab)
are orthogonal to ua and π
a
a = 0. In this extended formalism the Riemann tensor is
defined by (20), using (1, 21) to express it in terms of the variables Eab, Hab, πab, qa, ρ and
p+. The symmetry and trace properties of these variables guarantee the conditions (14,
18) and the governing equations become the second Bianchi equations (17) (written
in terms of Eab, Hab, πab, qa,ρ, p and their covariant derivatives) and (13), implying
(16). Note that (13) is now a set of partial differential equations for the γabc and not a
definition for the Weyl tensor and that its contraction automatically yields the Einstein
field equations (1). An equivalent approach is to implement (13) by requiring that the
Ricci equation holds, when applied to all four of the basis vector fields:
wa;c;d − w
a
;d;c = R
a
bdcw
b , (25)
again with appropriate substitutions for the Riemann tensor in terms of Eab, Hab and
Tab.
A third approach to implement (13) (which is the one usually followed in
cosmological applications, see for example [33, 32] or §6.6 of [13]) is to impose only
the Ricci equation applied to u = ∂0,
ua;c;d − u
a
;d;c = R
a
0dc (26)
and to add the remaining field equations (1), together with the Bianchi equations (17)
and the Jacobi equations (16) (which now not automatically hold, as only part of the
Ricci equations is used). The variables of the resulting system, which obviously contains
a number of redundancies, can be written explicitly∗ as u˙α, ωα, θ, σαβ , aα, nαβ , Ωα,
ρ, p, qα, παβ , Eαβ , Hαβ, with the kinematical quantities u˙α, ωα =
1
2
εαβγω
βγ, θ and σαβ
being defined in the usual way by splitting ua;b as
ua;b = −u˙aub + σab +
1
3
θhab + ωab , (27)
with σab = σ(ab), σ
a
a = 0, ωab = ω[ab], σabu
b = ωabu
b = u˙au
a = 0.
Ωa = 1
2
ηabcdub∂c · ∂˙d is the local angular velocity, in the rest-frame of an observer with
four-velocity u, of the triad ∂α with respect to a set of Fermi-propagated axes (using
MacCallum’s convention[23]) and nαβ , aα are the Kundt-Schücking-Behr variables[10]
+ For example: R1214 = H31 −
1
2
q2, R1212 =
1
3
ρ− 1
2
π33 − E33, . . .
∗ As explained above also the ∂a operators themselves should be considered as variables of the system,
with the commutator relations viewed as their governing equations.
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parametrizing the purely spatial commutation coefficients γαβγ. The commutation
coefficients can be read off from
[∂0, ∂α] = u˙
α∂0 −
(
1
3
θδβα + σ
β
α + ε
β
αγ(ω
γ + Ωγ)
)
∂β , (28)
[∂α, ∂β] = − 2εαβγω
γ∂0 +
(
2a[αδ
γ
β] + εαβδn
δγ
)
∂γ (29)
and the connection one-forms read accordingly♯
Γ10 = u˙1ω
0 + θ1ω
1 + (σ12 + ω3)ω
2 + (σ13 − ω2)ω
3 , (30)
Γ12 = −Ω3ω
0 + (n13 − a2)ω
1 + (n23 + a1)ω
2 + 1
2
(n33 − n11 − n22)ω
3. (31)
In cosmological applications it is furthermore customary to define a fully projected
covariant derivative ∇˜, having the property that for an arbitrary tensor S
∇˜aS
c...d
e...f = ha
bhcp . . . h
d
qhe
r . . . hf
sSp...qr...s;b . (32)
This allows one –at least formally– to remove the nαβ and aα variables from a sub-
set of the equations (1,16,17,26), resulting in a set consisting of 4 Jacobi equations, 4
(0a) Einstein field equations, 10 Ricci equations (26) and the 20 Bianchi equations (17)
and which is usually referred to as the “1+3 covariant equations”. This system is quite
elegant, bears a strong analogy with the Maxwell equations[22] (for a critique of this
analogy see however [6]) and forms the basis of a number of significant contributions to
cosmology. It is however an incomplete system and the fact that extra spatial informa-
tion, representing the 12 remaining Jacobi equations and 6 Einstein field equations, must
be added in one way or another, has been reported on several occasions[11, 24, 37, 33, 32].
This incompleteness problem, in combination with the redundancies present in the fully
extended system when the missing Einstein field equations are added by hand, was one
of the main motivations for the present investigation. It turns out that (see section 3),
when the time-like congruence corresponding to u is generic, adding the 6 spatial field
equations is not necessary at all. In fact we will do more and show that generically
the full set of field equations can be interpreted as integrability conditions for the sys-
tem governed by (5, 16) and (26). This system (wherein the commutator relations (8)
will always be implicitly assumed to be valid) will be referred to as the Jacobi-Ricci-
Bianchi (JRB) system. The emphasis is on “generically”, as the result is clearly false in
certain overly simplified situations. Assuming for example a perfect fluid model with
σab = ωa = u˙a = Eab = Hab = 0 and taking u to be the fluid’s time-like eigenvector††,
the only surviving JRB equations are 1) a single Bianchi equation (the conservation law
for the matter density) 2) a single Ricci equation (the Raychaudhuri equation) and the
12 Jacobi equations for nαβ and aα, from which it is clearly impossible to derive the
field equations.
In the case of a null-tetrad formalism (Newman-Penrose), the situation is less
complicated, as the equations are usually already presented in their ‘extended’ form,
♯ For readability multiplets of equations, which can be obtained from each other by cyclic permutation
of the spatial indices, will henceforth be represented by a single equation.
††Using the Einstein field equations, this would then necessarily be a FLRW model.
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as sets of ‘NP-equations’ and ‘Bianchi-equations’, where the former is just the set of
second Cartan equations (13). In section 4 I will show how also the ‘NP-set’ can be
split in Jacobi equations and Ricci equations for one of the null congruences (k), with
the remaining field equations being integrability conditions of the Jacobi-Ricci-Bianchi
set.
3. The JRB-system and the Einstein field equations in a 1+3 setting
In order to have no misunderstanding about the meaning of the ‘JRB-system’ I first
write out the equations explicitly. Where it is convenient, the expansion tensor
Θab = σab +
1
3
θhab is used in stead of the shear tensor and θα = Θαα. A hybrid
notation will be used, where boldface symbols refer to objects with greek indices, while
the 3D operators · and × have their usual meaning, also when dealing with non-tensorial
objects: for example a · ω = aαω
α, (∂ · n)α = ∂βn
β
α, . . . (see also [35]). Note that no
evolution equations are obtained for the variables u˙ and Ω: this is not surprising as
these are precisely the frame gauge source functions[14] reflecting the freedom of choice
of the time-like congruence u and of the rotation rate of the spatial triad ∂α. In special
circumstances[33], for example for a perfect fluid satisfying a barotropic equation of
state, one may choose u to be the unique time-like eigenvector of the energy-momentum
tensor and an evolution equation for u˙ is obtained from the [∂0, ∂α]ρ commutator
relations. A Fermi-propagated triad may be chosen to put Ω = 0 or a co-rotating
triad to put Ω + ω = 0. However none of these gauge choices will be imposed in what
follows.
Jacobi equations
Writing out the 16 Jacobi equations (16), one obtains 12 evolution equations,
∂0ω = −
1
2
(∂ − a)× u˙+ 1
2
n · u˙+ σ · ω + ω ×Ω− 2
3
θω , (33)
∂0a =
1
2
∂ · σ − 1
2
(∂ − 2a+ u˙)× (ω +Ω)− 1
3
∂θ − 1
3
θ(a+ u˙)− σ · (a− 1
2
u˙) , (34)
∂0n12 =
1
2
∂1(σ31 − ω2 − Ω2)−
1
2
∂2(σ23 + ω1 + Ω1) +
1
2
∂3(θ2 − θ1)
+ (n11 + n22)σ12 + (n22 − n11)(ω3 + Ω3)− n12θ3
+ 1
2
u˙1(σ31 − ω2 − Ω2)−
1
2
u˙2(σ23 + ω1 + Ω1)−
1
2
u˙3(θ1 − θ2)
+ n31(σ23 + ω1 + Ω1) + n23(σ31 − ω2 − Ω2) , (35)
∂0n11 = − (∂1 + u˙1)(ω1 + Ω1)− (∂2 + u˙2)σ31 + (∂3 + u˙3)σ12
+ ∂ ·Ω+ 2(a+ u˙) · ω +Ω · u˙
+ n11(θ1 − θ2 − θ3) + 2n12(σ12 + ω3 + Ω3) + 2n31(σ31 − ω2 − Ω2) (36)
and 4 spatial ‘divergence’ equations,
∂ · ω = (2a+ u˙) · ω , (37)
∂ · n = − ∂ × a+ 2Θ · ω + 2n · a+ 2ω ×Ω . (38)
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Ricci equations applied to u
Writing out (26) and replacing, as explained above, the Riemann tensor by its
decomposition in terms of Tab, Eab and Hab, one obtains 18 independent equations, 3 of
which are just the evolution equations (33) for the vorticity. The remaining set splits
in 6 evolution equations for the expansion tensor, the trace being the Raychaudhuri
equation,
∂0θ = −
1
3
θ2 − 1
2
(ρ+ 3p)− σαβσ
αβ + 2ωαω
α + ∂ · u˙+ u˙ · (u˙− 2a) (39)
and
∂0θ1 = ∂1u˙1 −
1
9
θ2 − 1
6
(ρ+ 3p)− σ11(σ11 +
2
3
θ)− σ212 − σ
2
31 + ω
2
2 + ω
2
3
+ u˙21 + u˙2(n31 − a2)− u˙3(n12 + a3) + 2(σ12Ω3 − σ31Ω2) +
1
2
π11 − E11 , (40)
∂0σ12 = ∂(1u˙2) − σ12(θ1 + θ2)− σ31σ23 + σ31Ω1 − σ23Ω2 + (θ2 − θ1)Ω3 + u˙1u˙2 − ω1ω2
− 1
2
(n31u˙1 − n23u˙2) +
1
2
(n11 − n22)u˙3 + a(1u˙2) +
1
2
π12 −E12 . (41)
There remain 9 equations for the spatial derivatives of the vorticity components, which
are equivalent with the 9 ‘div σ’ and ‘curl σ’ equations of the 1+3 covariant formalism,
∂1ω2 = ∂1σ31 − ∂3θ1 + (σ23 + ω1)(n31 − a2)− 2u˙1ω2 +
1
2
ω3(n22 + n33 − n11) +
1
2
q3 +H12
+ 1
2
σ12(n11 + 3n22 − n33) + (n12 + a3)(θ1 − θ3) + 2σ31(n23 − a1) , (42)
∂1ω3 = ∂2θ1 − ∂1σ12 + (σ23 − ω1)(n12 + a3)− 2u˙1ω3 −
1
2
ω2(n33 + n22 − n11)−
1
2
q2 +H31
+ 1
2
σ31(n11 + 3n33 − n22) + (n31 − a2)(θ1 − θ2) + 2σ12(n23 + a1) , (43)
∂1ω1 = ∂3σ12 − ∂2σ31 − ω1u˙1 + ω2(u˙2 + a2 − n31) + ω3(u˙3 + a3 + n12) +H11
+ σ31(n31 + a2) + σ12(n12 − a3)− 2n23σ23
+ 1
2
n11(3θ1 − θ)−
1
2
(n22 − n33)(θ2 − θ3) . (44)
Note that with (44), using Hαα = 0, the Jacobi equation (37) becomes an identity.
Bianchi equations
Writing out the Bianchi equations (14), one first obtains the 4 contracted equations,
determining the evolution of ρ and qα,
∂0ρ = − (ρ+ p)θ − ∂ · q − 2q · (u˙− a)− παβσ
αβ , (45)
∂0q1 = (−∂p− (ρ+ p)u˙− ∂ · π + π · (3a− u˙)−Θ · q − θq)1 − q2(ω3 − Ω3) + q3(ω2 − Ω2)
+ π31n12 − π12n31 − (π22 − π33)n23 + (n22 − n33)π23 . (46)
Then follow the sets of 10 ‘dot E’, ‘dot H’ and 6 ‘div E’, ‘div H’ equations, the appearance
of which below is somewhat more complicated than the familiar (perfect fluid) one by
the presence of the qα and παβ terms:
∂0E12 = −
1
2
∂2q1 −
1
2
∂0π12 + ∂2H23 − ∂3H22 −
1
2
(ω3 + σ12) (ρ+ p)
+ 1
4
(n22 − n33 − n11) q3 +
1
2
(−n23 − a1 − u˙1) q2 −
1
2
u˙2q1
− (Ω2 − 2 σ31 + 2ω2)E23 + (σ23 + Ω1 − ω1)E31 − (θ2 + 2 θ3)E12
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+ (2Ω3 + σ12 + ω3)E22 + (Ω3 − σ12 − ω3)E33
+ (u˙2 − 2 a2 − 2n31)H23 −
1
2
(3n11 + n22 − n33)H12 − (a1 + u˙1 + n23)H31
+ (a3 − n12 − 2u˙3)H22 + (n12 − a3 − u˙3)H33
− 1
2
((σ12 + ω3 + Ω3)π11 + Ω2π23 + θ2π12 − Ω3π22 − (Ω1 − σ23 + ω1) π31) , (47)
∂0E11 = −
1
2
∂0π11 −
1
2
∂1q1 +
1
6
∂ · q + ∂2H31 − ∂3H12 +
1
6
(θ − 3θ1) (ρ+ p)
− 1
3
(2u˙1 + a1) q1 +
1
6
(a2 + 2u˙2 − 3n31) q2 +
1
6
(a3 + 3n12 + 2u˙3) q3
+ (σ12 + ω3 + 2Ω3)E12 − 2E23σ23 + (σ31 − ω2 − 2Ω2)E31
− (θ2 + 2 θ3)E11 + (θ2 − θ3)E33 −
3
2
H11n11 +
1
2
(n22 − n33) (H22 −H33)
+ 2H23n23 − (n31 − 2 u˙2 + a2)H31 − (n12 + 2 u˙3 − a3)H12
− 1
6
(σ31 + 3ω2 + 6Ω2)π31 −
1
6
(σ12 − 3ω3 − 6Ω3) π12 +
1
3
π23σ23
− 1
6
(2θ1 + θ3) π11 +
1
6
(θ2 − θ3) π22 , (48)
∂0H12 = ∂3(E22 +
1
6
ρ+ 1
2
π11)−
1
2
∂1π31 − ∂2E23 +
1
2
(σ31 − 3ω2) q1 −
1
2
q3θ1
+ 1
2
(3n11 + n22 − n33)E12 + (n23 + a1 + u˙1)E31 + (2n31 − u˙2 + 2 a2)E23
+ (2 a3 − 2n12 − u˙3)E33 − (n12 + 2 u˙3 − a3)E11
+ (2 σ31 − 2ω2 − Ω2)H23 + (σ23 − ω1 + Ω1)H31 − (θ2 + 2 θ3)H12
+ (H22 −H11)Ω3 + (σ12 + ω3) (H22 −H33)−
1
2
(a3 + n12) (π11 − π33)
+ 1
4
(n33 − n11 − 3n22)π12 + (a1 − n23)π31 +
1
2
(a2 − n31)π23 , (49)
∂0H11 = ∂3(E12 −
1
2
π12)− ∂2(E31 −
1
2
π31)− q1ω1 +
1
2
(ω2 − σ31) q2 +
1
2
(σ12 + ω3) q3
+ (n12 − a3 + 2 u˙3)E12 − 2E23n23 + (n31 + a2 − 2 u˙2)E31
+ 1
2
(n33 − 3n11 − n22) (E22 −
1
2
π22) +
1
2
(n22 − 3n11 − n33) (E33 −
1
2
π33)
+H22(θ2 + 2θ3) +H33(θ3 + 2θ2) + (σ12 + ω3 + 2Ω3)H12 + (σ31 − ω2 − 2Ω2)H31
− 2 σ23H23 +
1
2
(n22 − n33) π22 + n23π23 −
1
2
(n12 − a3)π12 −
1
2
(n31 + a2)π31 (50)
and
(∂ ·E)3 = (
1
3
∂ρ− 1
2
∂ · π + 3
2
ω × q + 1
2
Θ · q + 3E · a− 3H ·ω + 3
2
π · a)3
+ n31E23 − n23E31 + (n11 − n22)E12 + (E22 −E11)n12
+ σ12(H22 −H11) + (θ1 − θ2)H12 + σ31H23 − σ23H31 −
1
2
n23π31 +
1
2
n31π23
+ 1
2
(n12 − 3a3)π22 −
1
2
(n12 + 3a3)π11 +
1
2
(n11 − n22)π12 , (51)
(∂ ·H)3 = (−
1
2
∂ × q + (ρ+ p)ω + 1
2
a× q + 1
2
n · q + 3E · ω + 3H · a− 1
2
π · ω)3
+ (θ2 − θ1)E12 − σ31E23 + σ23E31 + σ12(E11 − E22)
+ n31H23 − n23H31 + (n11 − n22)H12 + n12(H22 −H11)
− 1
2
(θ1 − θ2)π12 +
1
2
σ23π31 −
1
2
σ31π23 +
1
2
σ12(π11 − π22) . (52)
To sum up: the JRB-system consists of the following independent sets: 15
Jacobi equations (12 evolution equations (33–36) and 3 ‘div n’ equations (38)), 15
Ricci equations (6 evolution equations (39–41) and 9 equations (42–44) for the spatial
derivatives of the vorticity) and 20 Bianchi equations (14 evolution equations (45,46,47–
50) and 6 ‘div E’, ‘div H ’ equations (51,52)).
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Einstein field equations
We now write out the Einstein field equations, simplifying the left hand side of (1)
by using all the algebraic information in the Jacobi and Ricci equations. The (0α)
components become then identically satisfied, while the (00) equation reduces to the
trace of the (αα) field equations. We write the remaining 6 equations as Yαβ = 0, with
Y11 ≡ ∂2(n31 + a2)− ∂3(n12 − a3) + θ2θ3 − σ23
2 + ω1(ω1 − 2Ω1)− aαa
α
+ 1
4
n11(2n22 + 2n33 − 3n11) +
1
4
(n22 − n33)
2 + n23
2
− n12(n12 − 2a3)− n31(n31 + 2a2) + E11 −
1
3
ρ+ 1
2
π11 (53)
and
Y12 ≡
1
2
∂1(n31 + a2)−
1
2
∂2(n23 − a1)−
1
2
∂3(n11 − n22) + ω1Ω2 + ω2Ω1 − ω2ω1
− σ31σ23 + θ3σ12 + n12(n11 + n22 − n33) + 2n31n23
− n31a1 + n23a2 + a3(n11 − n22)−E12 −
1
2
π12 . (54)
It might appear odd that the electric part Eab of the Weyl tensor shows up in the left
hand side of (1), but this is of course a consequence of the fact that we have eliminated
the evolution of the shear in favour of Eab by means of the Ricci equations (40,41).
Integrability conditions for the JRB-system
The JRB-system provides us with expressions for all derivatives of the vorticity, in terms
of spatial derivatives of the expansion tensor and the acceleration. It is relatively easy to
verify that the integrability conditions for these equations are identically satisfied under
the Einstein field equations (see also [34], where the propagation of the constraints
under the evolution equations was demonstrated for a barotropic perfect fluid, or [32]
for a general energy-momentum tensor and a non-rotating congruence). That the field
equations can also be viewed as integrabily conditions for the JRB-system (provided
the u congruence is generic) is not evident at all, but can be seen by evaluating the
following set of commutators,
[∂0, ∂1](σ31 + ω2) + [∂0, ∂3]θ1 + [∂3, ∂1]u˙1 , (55)
[∂0, ∂1](σ12 + ω3)− [∂0, ∂2]θ1 + [∂1, ∂2]u˙1 , (56)
[∂1, ∂2](σ23 + ω1) + [∂2, ∂3](σ12 − ω3) + [∂3, ∂1]θ2. (57)
From the resulting expressions (and from similar ones obtained by cyclic permutation
of the indices) all second order derivatives can be eliminated, leading to a homogeneous
system of first order equations with the following simple structure:

u˙3 0 −u˙2
−u˙3 u˙1 0
0 −u˙1 u˙2




Y12
Y23
Y31

 = 0 , (58)
diag(u˙1, u˙2, u˙3)


Y33
Y11
Y22

−


0 0 u˙3
u˙1 0 0
0 u˙2 0




Y12
Y23
Y31

 = 0 , (59)
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diag(u˙2, u˙3, u˙1)


Y33
Y11
Y22

−


0 −u˙3 0
0 0 u˙1
−u˙2 0 0




Y12
Y23
Y31

 = 0 , (60)


σ23 + ω1 0 −σ23 + ω1
0 −σ12 + ω3 σ12 + ω3
−σ31 + ω2 σ31 + ω2 0




Y33
Y11
Y22


+


−σ31 − ω2 θ2 − θ3 σ12 − ω3
θ1 − θ2 σ31 − ω2 −σ23 − ω1
σ23 − ω1 −σ12 − ω3 θ3 − θ1




Y12
Y23
Y31

 = 0 . (61)
Aligning the ∂3 axis with the acceleration ( u˙1 = u˙2 = 0), it is clear that, for non-
vanishing acceleration, Y12 = Y23 = Y31 = Y11 = Y22 = 0, which when substituted
in (61) implies (σ31 − ω2)Y33 = (σ23 + ω1)Y33 = 0. It follows that Y33 = 0 unless
σα3 + ωα3 = 0, meaning that u˙ is an eigenvector of σab + ωab:
Theorem (1). If u˙ 6= 0 is not an eigenvector of σab + ωab, then the Einstein field
equations are the integrability conditions of the JRB-system.
Notice that this theorem is also an immediate consequence of the property that the
curvature tensor for a given metric connection ∇ is the unique tensor obeying
• the symmetries (18)
• the first Bianchi equations (14)
• the second Bianchi equations (17)
• the Ricci equations (26) for a generic u congruence.
A simple covariant proof of this uniqueness property is obtained by introducing the
difference A of two such tensors and contracting (17) with ub, implying
Aab[cdu
b
;e] = 0 . (62)
By (26) one has Aabcdu
d = 0 and hence a further contraction of (62) with ue implies
Aabcdu˙
d = 0. Defining a tetrad with ∂0 = u and ∂3 = u˙, it follows that the only possible
non-zero component of A is given by A1212 (= A2121 = −A1221 = −A2112). Choosing in
(62) (acde) = (1123) or (2213) gives then
A2121u
1
;3 = A1212u
2
;3 = 0, (63)
which indeed implies A = 0, unless u˙[cua];bu˙
b = 0, i.e. unless u˙ is an eigenvector of
σab + ωab.
A similar property —not involving the acceleration of the time-like congruence—
can be obtained by considering the integrability conditions of the second Bianchi
equations: eliminating the second order derivatives from the commutator relations
[∂0, ∂1]H11+[∂0, ∂2]H12+[∂0, ∂3]H13−
1
6
[∂2, ∂3]ρ− [∂3, ∂1]E12− [∂1, ∂2]E31− [∂2, ∂3]E11
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and [∂0, ∂1]E11 + [∂0, ∂2]E12 + [∂0, ∂3]E13 −
1
3
[∂0, ∂3]ρ + [∂3, ∂1]H23 + [∂1, ∂2]H33 +
[∂2, ∂3]H31 again results in a homogeneous system for the Yαβ variables:

−I23 0 I23
I31 −I31 0
0 I12 −I12




Y33
Y11
Y22

 =


−I31 I22 − I33 I12
I23 −I12 I33 − I11
I11 − I22 I31 −I23




Y12
Y23
Y31

 , (64)


0 −J21 J12
−J13 J31 0
J23 0 −J32




Y33
Y11
Y22

 =


J22 −J11 −J13 J23
−J32 J12 J11 − J33
J31 J33 − J22 −J21




Y12
Y23
Y31

 (65)
with Iab = Eab −
1
2
πab and Jab = Hab −
1
2
ηabcdq
cud.
Generically the corresponding 6x6 determinant is different from zero and the system
will again have only the zero-solution. Except for a few particular cases it is not easy
however to provide a simple geometric characterisation of the non-vanishing of this
determinant. It is clear that the left hand side of (64) is zero in an I eigenframe, such
that Y12 = Y23 = Y31 = 0 when I is non-degenerate. If I and H commute a common
eigen-frame can therefore be constructed in which clearly also Y11 = Y22 = Y33 = 0
provided q1q2q3 6= 0 (this will happen for example when u is the time-like eigenvector
of a perfect fluid energy-momentum tensor for which E and H commute and hence a
fortiori occurs for all purely electric or purely magnetic perfect fluids). Hence we obtain
Theorem (2). When [I ,H ] = 0, Iαβ is not degenerate and q is not parallel to one of
the eigenblades of H, then the Einstein field equations are the integrability conditions
of the JRB-system.
On the other hand it is easy to verify that the Einstein field equations cannot be
obtained from (64,65) when for example q = 0, as then the matrix in the left hand side
of (65) is singular.
4. The case of a null congruence
When the congruence, with respect to which the Ricci equations are constructed, is null,
one can construct a Newman-Penrose tetrad (m,m, ℓ,k) with k = u: the equations
are then usually presented[28, 19] in their ‘already extended’ form, as the set of ‘NP-
equations’ —these being just the second Cartan equations (13)— and the second Bianchi
equations. We will refer to the two sets by their numbering in [19] as NP1–NP18 and
B1–B11, with the latter being just the set of integrability conditions of the former. One
may again isolate from the NP-equations the subsets of Jacobi and Ricci equations and
ask whether the remaining part of the NP-equations (the ‘remaining’ field equations)
is obtainable as integrability conditions of the Jacobi-Ricci-Bianchi set. An explicit
evaluation of (15) shows that the Jacobi-part of the NP-equations is expressed by the
16 independent equations (4 imaginary and 6 complex)
NP1 −NP1, NP14 −NP14, NP12 +NP8 −NP12 −NP8,
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NP6 −NP6 +NP8 −NP8, NP16 −NP7, NP17 +NP8,
2NP4 −NP3 −NP11, 2NP5 −NP3 +NP11,
2NP15 −NP9 −NP13, 2NP18 +NP9 −NP13 . (66)
The Ricci equations (25) for k on the other hand give rise to 18 independent equations
(1 real, 1 imaginary and 8 complex)
NP1, NP2, NP3, NP11, NP16, NP17, NP4 +NP5,
NP15 −NP18, NP6 +NP6, NP12 −NP12 , (67)
which together with (66) reduce the remaining field equations to a set of 6 equations (2
real and 2 complex),
NP10, NP13, NP12 +NP12, NP14 +NP14 (68)
(or any set equivalent with it under (66,67)). Considering the linear combinations of
commutators [δ, δ]κ+[δ, D]ρ− [δ, D]σ, [∆, D]ρ+[δ, ∆]κ− [δ,D]τ , [∆, D]α− [δ, D]γ+
[δ, ∆]ǫ and [∆, D]β − [δ, D]γ + [δ, ∆]ǫ one obtains then, using (66,67), the equations
κNP13, κNP12, κNP14 − κNP10 and
D(NP13) + σNP13 − (ρ− 2ǫ)NP13 − 2(π + τ)NP12 + 2κNP10 ,
from which, provided κ 6= 0, (68) readily follows:
Theorem (3). If κ = −ka;bm
akb 6= 0 the Newman-Penrose equations NP10, NP13,
NP12+NP12 and NP14+NP14 are the integrability conditions of the remaining Newman-
Penrose equations and Bianchi equations.
5. Conclusion
Embedding the 1+3 covariant equations in an extended tetrad formalism[13] leads to
redundancies, forcing one to make a choice among the sets of Jacobi, Ricci, Bianchi
equations and Einstein field equations (whereby with ‘Ricci equations’ we mean the full
set of Ricci equations applied to the tangent vectorfield of a single time-like congruence).
It is shown that a minimal set of equations can consist of 15 Jacobi and 15 Ricci
equations, together with the 20 Bianchi equations, in which the Riemann tensor is
defined in terms of trace-free and symmetric tensors Eab, Hab and a symmetric tensor
Tab. The Einstein field equations arise then as the integrability conditions for this set,
if one chooses the time-like congruence such that the acceleration is not zero and is
not an eigenvector of σab + ωab, a condition which is obviously violated when u is the
4-velocity for pressure-free matter. It remains to be seen whether this alternative view
of the Einstein equations, as integrability conditions of an extended system, has any
useful applications at all, for example in the area of numerical relativity. In the case of
a null congruence u = k an analoguous result is obtained provided that the associated
Newman-Penrose coefficient κ = −ka;bm
akb is non-vanishing.
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